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Some books entertain the readers; some others enlighten them. Some educate and
some others elevate them. This book on the subject of numerology based on the
research done with chaldean system of numbers entitled "SCIENCE OF
FORTUNE" does all those things! It is the brainchild of the author who may be
truly called Father of Numerology in this part of the country. It,s Tamil edition "
Adhrushta Vigyanam" first published in 1954 by Pandit Sethuraman created a lot
of sensation all over the world. It was reprinted twenty six times until 2013
without any publicity or promotion. The same work translated into English as
"Science Of Fortune" by Pandit,s son and disciple Sri.V.S.Guruswamy who
himself is a numerologist of world renown,has also added some interesting
chapters and illustrations . The English version was broughtout in the year 2003
and it has sold ten editions until 2013 without any publicity and only by word of
mouth of the readers. Based on several years of intensive study and research into
the mysterious but astounding role the numbers play in human lives, the author
has discovered a definite pattern of events in human lives, which corresponds to
their dates of birth and names. First time in the history of predictive sciences in
the world, only Pandit Sethuraman gave readings beyond the number 52 and upto
108 having based the interpretations on the wide array of ancient scriptural and
spiritual works in his possession. He explains in the book how people should
have spellings of their names and arrangement of letters based on their dates of
birth. Also it taught to ascertain the timing of their activities. He also gives
exhaustive suggestions regarding the secrets of perfect timing to improve one's
fortune. He asserts that keeping names in harmony with the date of birth has
proved that it could bestow happiness and fortune even on hitherto unfortunate
people and that it can cure certain complicated diseases that have been believed
to be incurable by the medical profession. The wide clientele of the author
comprising of kings, presidents, ministers, scientists, industrialists and also
people from other walks of life prove that the magic of numbers could play an
important role in everybody's life to attain success. This eBook was broughtout
mainly to propagate this predictive science even in the remotest parts of the
world to help everyone to achieve success and live in harmony. To any one who
is in need of an authentic and reliable ready-reckoner on the subject of
Numerology, "Science of Fortune" is the only choice and best guide.
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Editorial Review

From the Author
Some books entertain the readers;  some others enlighten them. Some educate and some others elevate them.
This book on the subject of numerology based on the research done with chaldean system of numbers
entitled "SCIENCE OF FORTUNE" does all those things!  It is the brainchild of the author who may be truly
called Father of Numerology in this part of the country. It,s Tamil edition " Adhrushta Vigyanam"  first
published in 1954 by Pandit Sethuraman created a lot of sensation all over the world. It was reprinted twenty
six times until 2013 without any publicity or promotion. The same work translated into English as "Science
Of Fortune" by Pandit,s son and disciple Sri.V.S.Guruswamy who himself is a numerologist of world
renown,has also  added some interesting chapters and illustrations . The English version  was broughtout in
the year 2003 and it has sold ten editions until 2013 without any publicity and only by word of mouth of the
readers. Based on several years of intensive study and research into the mysterious but astounding role the
numbers play in human lives, the author has discovered a definite pattern of events in human lives, which
corresponds to their dates of birth and names. First time in the history of predictive sciences in the world,
only Pandit Sethuraman gave readings beyond the number 52 and upto 108 having based the interpretations
on the wide array of ancient scriptural and spiritual works in his possession. He explains in the book how
people should have spellings of their names and arrangement of letters based on their dates of birth. Also it
taught to ascertain the timing of their activities. He also gives exhaustive suggestions regarding the secrets of
perfect timing to improve one's fortune. He asserts that keeping names in harmony with the date of birth has
proved that it could bestow happiness and fortune even on hitherto unfortunate people and that it can cure
certain complicated diseases that have been believed to be incurable by the medical profession. The wide
clientele of the author comprising of kings, presidents, ministers, scientists, industrialists and also people
from other walks of life prove that the magic of numbers could play an important role in everybody's life to
attain success.
This eBook was broughtout mainly to propagate this predictive science even in the remotest parts of the
world to help everyone to achieve success and live in harmony.
To any one who is in need of an authentic and reliable ready-reckoner on the subject of Numerology,
"Science of Fortune" is the only choice and best guide.

About the Author
Pandit Sethuraman was born on the 31st May, 1925. He had his education in Tiruchirapalli, India. He joined
the Defence Services in India, then under the British crown at an young age during the World War II. He
quickly rose to an enviable position by his sheer hard work and sharp intellect. His research-oriented mind
together with his interest in occult sciences helped him analyse the lives of hundreds of soldiers in his unit,
their victories and defeats or deaths. It was then that he discovered a definite pattern of events in human lives
which corresponded to their dates of birth and names. This revelation changed the course of his life. He
realised that he was born for a mission that would help the humanity. Spurred on by the wisdom that dawned
on him, he decided to pursue his avowed mission of helping people through the science called Numerology.
He resigned his job forgoing a high status and salary and followingly, in 1954, published his all- time
bestseller, "ADHISTA VINGYANAM" ( SCIENCE OF FORTUNE ) in Tamil. The book was an instant
success all over the world. Interestingly, the publication of this book was never advertised or its sale
promoted in anyway. The readers who read the book and were benefited by it spread the message it
contained and the demand for this extra-ordinary book on Numerology grew in leaps and bounds. That is the
secret of success of the original work in Tamil which played an important role in the lives of multitudes of
people all over the world. After publishing the thirteenth edition (Tamil) in 1997 while in the peak of his
fame, Pandit Sethuraman passed away. But the legacy continues and the Pandit’s son and disciple, V.S.



Guruswamy has brought out the editions in English, Telugu, Hindi and also Chinese for the benefit of global
readers in the year 2003. The English version itself has seen its tenth edition and to suit the modern minds,
the eBook version of “Science of Fortune” is ready for global readers. V.S. Guruswamy has also published
an eBook entitled “My Fortune” which analyses scientifically from a new angle how to progress in life and
add harmony to it by using lucky numbers and choosing lucky names! More information is given about
person-to-person relationships in the new eBook “My Fortune”. No doubt the readers will find “Science of
Fortune” and also the eBook “ My Fortune” the most valuable books on earth that help them attain peace,
prosperity and harmony.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Rose Villegas:

The ability that you get from Science Of Fortune is the more deep you excavating the information that hide
inside words the more you get interested in reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know but
Science Of Fortune giving you excitement feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in selected
way that can be understood by anyone who read the idea because the author of this guide is well-known
enough. This particular book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to
understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for
having this specific Science Of Fortune instantly.

Margherita Pettit:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a book will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a e-book you will get new information because book is one of a number of ways to share the
information or maybe their idea. Second, reading through a book will make an individual more imaginative.
When you reading a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring that you imagine the story how
the people do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other folks. When you read this Science
Of Fortune, it is possible to tells your family, friends as well as soon about yours e-book. Your knowledge
can inspire the others, make them reading a book.

Charles Davis:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the free time or they will get
great deal of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , once we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity do you possess when
the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will probably unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading guides. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the particular book you have
read is Science Of Fortune.



Jessie Adams:

The book untitled Science Of Fortune contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains her idea with
easy technique. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do not really worry, you can
easy to read it. The book was compiled by famous author. The author brings you in the new era of literary
works. It is easy to read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or program, so you can
read the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their official
web-site as well as order it. Have a nice examine.
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